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SUMMARY

Due to the global concerns regarding the climate change, integration of Renewable Energy Sources (RES)
is considered as a mitigation approach in electric power generation. This requires advanced frequency and
voltage control methodologies to overcome the challenges especially in microgrids. This paper presents a
two-step frequency and voltage control methodology for microgrids with high penetration of variable RES.
An optimized Proportional Integral controller is designed for a Superconductor Magnetic Energy Storage
System (SMES) to minimize the transient frequency deviations. In cases that the SMES cannot stabilize the
microgrid frequency in the isolated mode, the microgrid controller activates the next level of the frequency
control. In the second level, an intelligent Fuzzy-Logic frequency controller is designed to adjust controllable
loads, controllable generation units as well as carry out load shedding. In the interconnected mode, the MC is
able to activate the second level in order to contribute to the system frequency control. Finally, an intelligent
Fuzzy-Logic voltage controller, realized through distribution static synchronous compensator, is devised
to control the voltage magnitude of the main feeders of the microgrid. In this work, a real-time operation
algorithm for frequency as well as voltage control is proposed and has been tested by set of simulations on
a low voltage benchmark network.
Copyright c© 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

After the Climate Change Conference in Paris in 2015, in many countries installing Renewable11

Energy Sources (RES) in order to reduce their greenhouse gases emissions is projected [1].12

The integration of RES makes the operation of the power systems especially microgrids more13

challenging. Coordinating the optimal active and reactive power of the Distributed Generation (DG)14

units, Energy Storage Systems (ESSs), and loads in order to meet technical and economic objectives15

are the main tasks in operation of microgrids [2]. Microgrids are able to improve the economic,16

security of supply, and sustainability in distribution networks [3]. RES integration into microgrids17

requires operation methodologies in order to deal with variability of those renewable resources,18

such as the adaptive droop control method for the controllable resources of a DC microgrid as19

presented in [4]. ESSs support maintaining the balance of supply and demand in microgrid. In20

addition, local resources of Demand Response (DR) such as Thermostatically Controllable Loads21
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2 H. AMELI ET AL.

(TCLs) and Electric Vehicles (EVs) are also controllable resources to be employed for frequency22

and voltage control of microgrids.23

Many recent researches investigated the frequency and voltage control problems of microgrids24

especially in isolated mode from different aspects [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. In [5], the capability of wind25

generation to participate in frequency control of an isolated microgrid is investigated. To support the26

voltage and frequency in microgrids, a method to control three-phase inverters with the possibility27

of connection to the main grid is proposed in [8]. Authors in [10], presented a primary frequency28

control approach through EVs in presence of RES. The suggested control system emulates the29

impact of generators inertia combined with a droop control. The results indicate the efficacy of this30

approach in order to damp the frequency deviations. In [12], a generalized droop control is designed31

based on the conventional voltage/frequency droops in order to regulate simultaneously the voltage32

and frequency in islanded microgrids. In [13], a hierarchical control strategy is proposed. As the33

primary control, current and voltage controllers are used. In order to mitigate DC voltage deviations34

a droop control is applied in the secondary control. Finally, a Proportional Integral (PI) controller35

for the power exchange of the microgrid and other grids is employed for the tertiary control. In36

[14] an enhanced control approach for Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) is designed in order37

to support the frequency of microgrids especially in islanded mode. A conventional droop control38

as the frequency controller is used for transferring the BESS active power to the microgrid. In39

addition, it was shown that the BESS could also provide voltage support in the microgrid. The40

role of ESS on Great Britain 2030 network in order to address the balancing challenges caused by41

integration of RES is studied in [15] and [16]. Abbasi et al. [17] presented an optimized scheduling42

method to show the effectiveness of BESS application in enhancing the operation of an isolated43

network where intermittent RES exist. The ESS application may be effective for a short term44

operation period due to limited volume of energy stored. Researchers in [18] proposed that for45

fast and long frequency deviations the Load Shedding (LS) procedure is very significant to sustain46

these deviations. From the voltage control perspective, authors in [19] proposed a voltage control47

algorithm of a microgrid that minimizes power losses in the grid. The results indicate the reliable48

performance of the proposed algorithm without information of the operation conditions and grid49

structure. In addition, a centralized online optimal reactive power control algorithm for microgrids50

is proposed in [20].51

The aforementioned researches presented the effectiveness of ESSs in supporting frequency and52

voltage control in integration of RES. It is shown, how different control methods for ESSs could53

stabilize the network. But, in these studies, the inefficiency of ESSs in unbalanced supply-demand54

situations due to their technical characteristic limitations (i.e., efficiency, depth of discharge, power55

and energy capacities) is not investigated. The unbalanced supply-demand situation happens mostly56

in outage of different components, which are mainly generation units and transmission lines. In57

these cases, the ESSs are not able to properly contribute in stabilizing the network. Although,58

this situation has been studied in [21], however in this research a simple unrealistic network has59

been chosen, which makes the control of the network less challenging. In addition, the voltage60

stability is not considered and therefore it could not be concluded that the network is stabilized. To61

the best of our knowledge an intelligent regulation approach for Distribution Static Synchronous62

Compensator (DSTATCOM) in order to control the voltage of the different buses of the network63

is not presented in the literature. In this paper, frequency and voltage control of the microgrid is64

implemented through a Microgrid Controller (MC). In isolated operation mode of the microgrid,65

key MC tasks are: preserve the frequency of the microgrid in the permissible range; maintain the66

voltage of the main buses of the microgrid within the acceptable range. In interconnected operation67

mode, MC tasks are: 1) contribute to the system frequency control; 2) participate in coordinated68

voltage control of the grid. Provision of these services enhances the ability of the microgrid to69

integrate wind and solar power generation in both interconnected and isolated operation modes. A70

two-step frequency control methodology as well as a voltage control technique is proposed. In the71

first level of the frequency control, PI-controller parameters of the Superconductor Magnetic Energy72

Storage System (SMES) are tuned so that the frequency deviations is minimized through Particle73

Swarm Optimization (PSO). This procedure is not a real time adaptive tuning, as in system operation74
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FUZZY-LOGIC BASED CONTROL METHODOLOGY FOR MICROGRID SECURE OPERATION 3

it is not practical to change the PI parameters frequently. Therefore, the parameters are optimized for75

interconnected and isolated modes and is remained fixed in different scenarios. In the second level,76

in case that the battery cannot stabilize the network due to capacity limitation (in isolated mode),77

an intelligent demand management (i.e., DR and LS) procedure through Fuzzy-systems has been78

carried out. In the voltage control method, A Fuzzy-logic approach has been derived in order to keep79

the voltage magnitude of the main buses in an acceptable range. The European Low Voltage (LV)80

CIGRÉ benchmark network [22] is employed as a representative example of the microgrid network81

model in order to demonstrate the operation methodology developed in this work. Performance of82

the operation methodology is demonstrated by set of simulations.83

2. FREQUENCY AND VOLTAGE CONTROL METHODOLOGIES FOR THE MICROGRID

In this section, the two-step frequency control and the voltage control of the microgrid are described.84

The algorithm of the frequency and voltage control is presented in Figure 1. In order to minimize85

the system frequency deviations under different microgrid configurations, parameters of the PI86

controller of the SMES is optimized based on minimizing the frequency deviation monitoring in the87

real-time operation. SMES is able to protect the distribution system and improve the dynamics of the88

system [23]. The PSO introduced as an optimization technique with fast convergence [24] is used89

for determining the PI controller parameters. In case that the frequency deviates from the nominal90

value after the first level control is performed, the second level of the frequency control is activated91

by MC. If a contingency case occurs, such as outage of a generation unit, SMES might fail to92

stabilize the frequency of the microgrid in the isolated mode due to storage capacity limitation. This93

will activate execution of the intelligent Fuzzy-Logic frequency controller that carries out stepwise94

control aimed and recovering the steady state frequency of the system to the nominal value.95

In order to regulate voltage in the microgrid, an intelligent Fuzzy-Logic voltage controller is96

designed. As MC would detect voltage deviations, this controller would be activated. The Fuzzy-97

Logic voltage controller will drive the operation of DSTATCOM. This device is engaged to mitigate98

the voltage fluctuations. As it is reported in [25] this device is applied in order to improve the LV99

network voltage profile. The configuration of a DSTATCOM including the inner controllers are100

presented in detail in many researches such as in [26] and [27].101

First S  of the

Frequency Control: PI-

Controller of the SMES

System Frequency 

Stabilized?

Solution Presentation

NO

YES

Second St  of the

Frequency Control:

Fuzzy-Logic Control of 

Resources 

Voltages in the 

Desired Range?
NO

YES

Frequency

System Measurement

Voltage

Voltage Control:

Fuzzy-Logic Control 

of DSTATCOM

YES

NO

System Frequency 

Stabilized?

Figure 1. Real-time operation algorithm of the microgrid: first level of the frequency control by PI controller
of the BESS (light blue line); second level of the frequency control by Fuzzy-Logic control of the resources

of active power (red line); and voltage control by Fuzzy-Logic control of the resources of reactive power

The microgrid parameters of frequency deviation and voltage magnitude of the buses are102

measured. Both frequency control loop and the voltage control loop are active and monitor103

frequency and voltage of buses inside the microgrid. In the first level of the frequency control,104

the designed PI controller, which minimizes the frequency deviations by controlling the SMES105
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is applied. As mentioned previously, the PI controller parameters are optimized in certain106

circumstances and adaptive parameter tuning is not possible. In cases that the SMES fails to stabilize107

the microgrid frequency in isolated mode or the deviation of the system frequency in interconnected108

mode is significant, the intelligent Fuzzy-Logic frequency controller is activated by MC. This109

second level of the frequency control is applied through generation power level change , sources110

of DR, and LS. The concept of demand side management including DR and LS was developed111

in [18]. The advantage of the proposed method is that in a very short time the amount of the DR112

or LS is determined. The MC could act accurately and quickly through this intelligent solution to113

save the network. The first level of the frequency control by the SMES is by analogy similar to the114

primary control reserve in power systems whereas the second level of the frequency control acts115

similar to the secondary control reserve or the Load Frequency Control (LFC) in power systems.116

This analogy from the large power system is applied in the frequency control of the microgrid. The117

frequency control in the isolated mode is a security service to serve the microgrid. However, in the118

interconnected mode, the microgrid has the possibility of a coordinated operation through a Virtual119

Power Plant (VPP) to provide the frequency regulation service. The VPP provides visibility of the120

services provided by the microgrid to the electricity market and system operator. This coordinated121

operation requires communication between the control center of the VPP and the MC.122

In the real-time operation of the microgrid, the voltage magnitude of the main feeders of the123

microgrid should be in a permissible range. In cases that this voltage constraint is violated, the124

intelligent Fuzzy-Logic voltage controller acts. The two-step frequency control and the voltage125

control are described in detail in the following.126

In interconnected mode operation, each DG system is usually operated to provide or inject a set127

power to the grid, which is the current control mode in stiff synchronization with the grid [28]. When128

the microgrid is cut off from the main grid, each DG system has to detect this islanding situation129

and one of the inverters has to be switched to a voltage control mode to provide constant voltage to130

the local loads [29].131

2.1. First level of the Frequency Control: PI Control of Energy Storage Systems132

The parameters of the PI controller of the SMES is optimized through PSO based on frequency133

deviation monitoring in the real-time operation. The objective of this optimization is to minimize134

the system frequency deviations under different microgrid operation modes. In real operation135

system retuning the PI controller parameters frequently is implausible. Therefore, the parameter136

optimization is done when the operation mode of the microgrid (i.e., interconnected and isolated)137

has been changed. The basic reason that PSO is chosen in comparison to other intelligent methods138

is the implementation simplicities. Some of the other advantages of PSO are as follow [24]: More139

robust and flexible control can be achieved because of using probability rules, high accuracy, not140

using of complex operations, and considerable less optimization time in comparison to the others141

such as Genetic Algorithm (GA). In [30] the performance of PSO-based control is carried out.142

PSO method is a multi-agent search technique [21]. In a PSO system, particles fly inside a multi-143

dimensional search space. During flight, each particle fits its position by virtue of its own experience144

and the experience of neighboring particles, making use of the best position met by itself and its145

neighbors. The modified velocity (1) and position (2) of each particle, the constriction factor ka (3),146

and inertia weight factor β (4), are presented as follows:147

s(d+1) = ka × (a1.rnd(l)× (Cbest − cd) + a2.rnd(l)× (Gbest − cd) + β × vd) (1)

148

c(d+1) = cd + s(d+1) (2)

149

ka =
2∣∣∣2− a−√(a2 − 4a)

∣∣∣ (3)

150

β = βmax − (
βmax − βmin

ρmax
)× ρ (4)

Copyright c© 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. Trans. Electr. Energ. Syst. (2017)
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In these equations, s and c are defined as its proper flight speed (velocity) and particle coordinates151

(position) in a search space, respectively.Cbest is the best previous position of a particle. In addition,152

Gbest is the symbol of the index of the best particle between all the particles in the group. To ensure153

the convergence of PSO, the use of a constriction functions are significant. d is the iteration number,154

sd is the speed of particle at d-th iteration, cd is the current position of particle, a1 and a2 are155

acceleration constants, rnd(l) is a random value in range of [0,1]. a is the sum of acceleration156

constants and it should be larger than four. Suitable selection of β, leads to finding faster the global157

optimum. ρmax is the maximum number of iterations, and ρ is the current number of iterations.158

More description regrading the PSO formulation is presented in detail in [31].159

The objective of the designed PSO PI controller is to minimize the frequency deviation of the160

network by optimal tuning of PI controller of the of SMES in presence of RES. The optimization is161

done through minimizing of the integral of the the absolute value of frequency deviations (5):162

Z =

∫
T
|∆ft| · dt (5)

where T is the time horizon, Z is the objective function, and ∆ft is the system frequency163

deviations.164

Constraints of the microgrid include the power flow balance (6), upper and lower limits of165

generation units (7), power and energy capacity limitations of the storage technologies (8)-(9) were166

considered.167

∀t ∈ T :

Ng∑
g=1

Pg,t +

Ns∑
s=1

Ps,t =

Nd∑
d=1

Pd,t (6)

where Pg,t is the generation power, Ps,t is the power provided through storages and Pd,t is the168

demand power. Ng, Ns, and Nd indicate the number of generation units, storage technologies and169

demands, respectively.170

∀g ∈ Ng, t ∈ T : Pg ≤ Pg,t ≤ Pg (7)

∀s ∈ Ns, t ∈ T : Ps− ≤ Ps,t ≤ Ps+ (8)

∀s ∈ Ns, t ∈ T : Es,t ≤ Es (9)

where Pg and Pg are the power generation capacity, Ps− and Ps+ are the operational limits of171

storages. Es is the energy capacity of the storage. Es,t is defined as energy level of storage. In172

operation of the microgrids, many issues such as communication delay between the components and173

MC [32], time delay of the ESSs, and time delay of the power electronic interfaces will influence the174

power balance. Thus, equation (6) changes to (10), which ∆Pt is the amount of power unbalance in175

the microgrid. This leads to the frequency deviations in the network.176

∀t ∈ T :

Ng∑
g=1

Pg,t +

Ns∑
s=1

Ps,t −
Nd∑
d=1

Pd,t = ∆Pt (10)

As mentioned previously, in some contingency cases although the PI controller parameters are177

optimized but due to the technical characteristic limitation (i.e., efficiency, depth of discharge, power178

and energy capacities) of ESSs, the controller is not able to track the power changes. This will lead179

to system instability. Therefore, providing a backup controller in order to save the network from180

collapse is necessary.181

Copyright c© 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. Trans. Electr. Energ. Syst. (2017)
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2.2. Second level of the Frequency Control: Intelligent Fuzzy-Logic Control of Flexible Loads and182

Controllable Generators183

One of the significant characteristics of Fuzzy systems is that they are based on human minds184

knowledge [33]. In addition, the concept of Fuzzy-Logic is easy to understand and is highly185

flexible. The ability to model nonlinear functions is another feature of Fuzzy systems. Based on186

these advantages and the fast reaction of these systems for decision making, Fuzzy-Logic method is187

chosen in this research. Many researches such as [34]-[35] study the role of Fuzzy systems in control188

of power systems from different perspectives and the efficacy of this method is demonstrated.189

As it was presented in Figure 1, in case that the first level frequency control of the microgrid190

fails to stabilize the frequency, the second level of the frequency control, Fuzzy-Logic frequency191

controller, is activated. This controller will react in order to compensate larger frequency deviations192

from the reference frequency. This reaction is done through changing the power level of the193

generation power. In cases that controllable units fail to stabilize the frequency due to slow response194

of resources or inadequacy of generation or excess generation, DR and LS is considered. The DR195

and LS mechanisms are prioritized in the microgrid by MC. Flexible loads such as EVs and TCLs196

are among the potential candidates for the DR.197

The first input of the Fuzzy-Logic frequency controller is related to the Area Under Curve (AUC)198

of the frequency. The AUC is mathematically the value of integral of the frequency deviation. For199

instance, if the frequency drops, the amount of this index, should increase in time. The amount of200

AUC depends on the slope of the drop. The slope of the frequency change indicates the severity of201

the incident, as it shows how fast the microgrid is going to instability. Therefore, various actions202

of MC are required to save the network from collapse. To realize the needed action of MC,203

eight membership functions based on the slope are defined. In order to quantify the range of the204

membership function, the simulations are run for a short time and afterwards the AUC in different205

operation modes are calculated. Low Frequencies (LF1 to LF5), Normal Frequency (NrF), and Over206

Frequencies (OF1 and OF2) which they present the amount of AUC of frequency deviations. Better207

operation of the microgrid is related to closer amount of AUC to zero. For instance, as it can be208

seen in Figure 2 (a), if the integral of the frequency deviation is not between -0.08 to 0.12 and the209

SMES is operating in maximum, the PI controller cannot stabilize the network. The second input is210

the power of the SMES; Maximum Injected Power (MIP), Normal Operation (NrO), and maximum211

Stored Power (MSP) of SMES (Figure 2 (b)).212

-0.4 -0.2-0.3 0.20.10-0.1 0.40.3

LF5 NrFLF4 LF3 LF2 LF1 OF1

Amount of AUC 

OF2

(a)

0 0.20.1 0.60.50.40.3 10.90.80.7

MSP NrO MIP

(b)

Figure 2. Membership functions of the inputs variables of the Fuzzy-Logic frequency controller: (a) SMES
operational power, (b) AUC of frequency response

Different solutions based on the inputs are presented in Figure 3. The decision rules are defined213

in Table I. In different steps of LF, the solutions are related to DR+ and LS because of the lack of214

supply in comparison to consumption. The abbreviations are as follow: "DR+" for Positive Demand215

Response, "LLS" for Low Load Shedding, "MLS" for Medium Load Shedding, "HLS" for High216
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Load Shedding. In the last step, in which "LF5" and "MIP" is happened, loss of supply occurs and217

the whole system is shut down. The abbreviation of "DR-" means Negative reserve of Demand218

Response. Potential options for this purpose are TCLs. The abbreviation of "NrO" means that the219

situation of the system is normal and reaction of MC for the second step is not needed. Finally,220

"RG" means that in this situation, the supply is more than demand, hence the generation should be221

reduced.222

0 0.20.1 0.60.50.40.3 10.90.80.7

Outage HLS MLS LLS NrO DR-DR+

Figure 3. Membership functions of the output variable of the Fuzzy-Logic frequency controller

Table I. Rules of the Fuzzy-Logic frequency controller

AUC / ESS MSP NrO MIP
LF5 NrO NrO Outage
LF4 NrO NrO HLS
LF3 NrO NrO MLS
LF2 NrO NrO LLS
LF1 NrO NrO DR+
NrF NrO NrO NrO
OF1 DR- NrO NrO
OF2 RG NrO NrO

2.3. Voltage Control: Fuzzy-Logic Voltage Control of Resources of Reactive Power223

In this controller, the voltage of different buses are considered as inputs. All of these inputs have five224

membership functions which is shown in Figure 4 (a). It is worth mentioning that the base voltage is225

400 V. These membership functions which are Very Low Voltage (VLV), Low Voltage (LV), voltage226

that is in the acceptable range (NV), High Voltage (HV) and Very High Voltage (VHV), are defined227

for the main feeders of the microgrid. To operate the network properly, the voltage of the main228

feeders should be maintained between 0.95 pu and 1.05 pu.229

VLV LV NV HV VHV

Voltage Magnitude (pu)

0.8 0.90.85 1.151.11.051 1.20.95

(a)

FRPI NrOHRPI HRPA FRPA

0 0.20.1 0.60.50.40.3 10.90.80.7

(b)

Figure 4. Membership functions of the input and output variables of the Fuzzy-Logic voltage controller: (a)
Voltage magnitude in pu, (b) DSTATCOM connection

The voltage controller is realized by Fuzzy-Logic control of the DSTATCOM. The solutions are230

shown in Figure 4 (b). The abbreviations of the solutions are as follow: "FRPI" as Full capacity231

Copyright c© 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. Trans. Electr. Energ. Syst. (2017)
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Reactive Power Injection, "HRPI" as Half capacity Reactive Power Injection, "HRPA" as Half232

capacity Reactive Power Absorption, and "FRPA" as Full capacity Reactive Power Absorption. As233

it was mentioned, beside the DSTATCOM the BESS supports the voltage mode in isolated mode as234

well. The application of these controllers will be evaluated in the Numerical Results Section. The235

rules of the Fuzzy-Logic voltage controller is shown in Table II. It is worth mentioning that the236

"Mamdani" mechanism is used for the Fuzzy-logic frequency and voltage controls.237

Table II. Rules of the Fuzzy-Logic voltage controller

Voltage
Magnitude Solution

VLV FRPI
LV HRPI
NV NrO
HV HRPA
VHV FRPA

3. SET-UP OF THE MICROGRID AND DESIGN OF THE CONTROLLERS

3.1. Characteristics238

The CIGRÉ European LV benchmark network [22] is selected to represent the microgrid under239

study. The single line diagram of the test system which is shown in Figure 5 includes sources240

such as PV panels, and storage systems such as BESS and SMES. There is a communication link241

between the resources of the microgrid and the MC. The introduced bench network [22] is designed242

for studying different microgrid scenarios. In this research, the focus is to study the impact of RES243

integration to the microgrid and therefore conventional technologies (e.g., Diesel generator) are244

not taken into account. The total installed capacity of the PV panels, BESS, SMES, and EVs are245

presented in Table III. It is worth mentioning, this network is used to study the operation of a246

microgrid in different configurations. The planning of the microgrid, including the placement of the247

components (i.e, generation technologies, ESSs, EVs, and DSTATCOM) is not considered.248

Table III. Installed DG and ESS capacities in the network

Source Capacity (kW)
BESS 200
PV panels 60
SMES 60
EV 40

3.2. Implementation of the Frequency Control of the Microgrid249

The power balance in the microgrid should be maintained. Equation (11) is expressed here by the250

sum of the active power delivered form the main grid to the microgrid, PG
t , output active power251

of photovoltaic generation, PPV
t , active power of BESS, PBESS

t , active power of SMES, P SMES
t ,252

charging power of EVs, PEVs
t (value of ESS and EVs could be negative or positive):253

∀t ∈ T : PGrid
t + PPV

t + PBESS
t + P SMES

t + PEVs
t −

Nd∑
1

Pd,t = ∆Pt (11)

The frequency deviation is calculated by:254

∀t ∈ T : ∆ft =
∆Pt

KSYS
(12)

where KSYS is the system frequency characteristic. In non-ideal form, a system time delay is also255

taken into account (13). The SMES is modeled by a first-order transfer function with the amount256

Copyright c© 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. Trans. Electr. Energ. Syst. (2017)
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Figure 5. LV microgrid distribution benchmark network [22] with the proposed microgrid controller
including frequency and voltage controllers

of 0.12 and 0.03 for the gains and time constants, respectively (13) [36]. The parameters of the257

microgrid are presented as M , the equal inertia constants of the generators and D as the effects of258

the system loads [37] which are chosen 0.2 and 0.012, respectively (14) [38].259

∀t ∈ T : ∆ft =
∆Pt

KSYS.(1 + T.s)
=

∆Pt

D +M.s
(13)

∀t ∈ T : ∆P SMES
t =

KSMES

(1 + T SMES.s)
.∆ft (14)

In Figure 5 the MC including the two-step frequency control and the voltage control is presented.260

In the voltage control procedure, the voltage of the main buses are measured and given as input261

to the Fuzzy voltage controller. Then, based on the decision rules in Table II, the DSTATCOM is262

properly regulated in order to maintain the voltage of the buses in the permissible range. In the first263

level of the frequency controller ∆f is given as the input to the PSO based PI controller in order264

to optimize the PI parameters. In contingency modes in which the PSO PI controller is not able265

to stabilize the network, the Fuzzy-Logic frequency controller (second level) is activated. This is266
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done to save the network from instability. Disturbances could have an impact on the measurements.267

Hence, the proposed noise cancellation module in [39] is applied to omit the disturbances.268

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The residential network of the European LV CIGRE benchmark network in microgrid form is used269

for the simulations. The peak load of the network is 204 kVA [22]. In this part, in order to validate270

the presented frequency and voltage control methods, different scenarios are defined as follow:271

Normal Operation272

• The transition from the interconnected to isolated mode (Case A)273

• Isolated mode of the microgrid (Case B)274

Contingency Mode275

• Outage of the PV panels in the isolated mode (Case C)276

• Inadequacy of supply in the isolated mode (Case D)277

4.1. The Transition from the Interconnected to Isolated Mode278

In this case study, at time 3.3 seconds because of a fault, the microgrid is disconnected from the main279

grid. Therefore, the injected active and reactive power of the main grid to the microgrid descended280

to zero. The grid active power is shown in Figure 6.281
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Figure 6. Injected grid power to the microgrid in kW in Case A

As it was mentioned, the control structure of the BESS should be switched from current control282

mode to voltage control mode to serve as a voltage source. It is noteworthy, that other storage283

systems and PV generation operate in current control mode to share the current, as required. When284

the BESS control mode is switched from current control to voltage control mode, the BESS plays the285

most important role in providing the required active and reactive power. This switch mode is done286

to keep the balance between the generation and the consumption power. The optimized proportional287

and integral parameters for the SMES PI controller are 21.1 and 99.8, respectively.288
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Figure 7. BESS (R1) powers in kW and KVAr in Case A

In this case, the amount of power through BESS changes from -40 kW to 105 kW. The negative289

sign means that the BESS stores power. As it can be seen in Figure 7 (a), it takes about 0.1 seconds290

that the control mode of the BESS (R1) completely changes, which is related to the time delay of291

the system. The time delay is related to the integration of the ESSs and PV panels through power292

electronic devices such as thyristors which are not ideal. Similar to active power of BESS (R1), the293

reactive power of BESS (R1) includes a time delay Figure 7 (b). In contrast to the interconnected294

mode in which EVs are charging at the aggregate power of 5 kW, in the islanded mode, those295

EVs should inject 30 kW power to the network and operate in Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) mode. This296

change in active power which is shown in Figure 8 , includes a small oscillation due to the mode297

changing and also a 0.15 seconds time delay which is related to battery structure and the integration298

via power electronic interfaces. Detailed modeling of EVs including the charging and discharging299

program was out of scope of this research. Here, it is assumed that EVs are managed centralized by300

the MC to show how EVs could participate in the proposed control strategies.301
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Figure 8. EVs (R18) power in kW in Case A

The SMES plays an important role in the frequency control application. This component helps the302

frequency control to mitigate small frequency deviations in the steady state mode. The performance303

of the SMES is shown in Figure 9 (a). As it can be seen in Figure 9 (b), the frequency of the system is304

completely recovered to 50 Hz after 0.35 seconds. This goal is achieved thanks to the timely power305

providing of the BESS and EVs as well as SMES participation in the frequency control application.306

4.2. Isolated Mode of the Microgrid307

In the isolated mode, no incident takes place, therefore, all of the components are in their steady state308

mode with small oscillations. The optimized proportional and integral parameters for the SMES PI309

controller are 23.4 and 101.7, respectively.310
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Figure 9. (a) SMES active power in kW, (b) system frequency in HZ in Case A
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Figure 10. Frequency of the network in Case B (Islanded mode)

In this case, the maximum voltage magnitude (Bus R1) and the minimum voltage magnitude311

(Bus R17) are 1.00 pu and 0.95 pu, respectively. The voltage magnitudes are in the desired range,312

therefore, the Fuzzy-Logic voltage controller does not propose any solutions. The LFC indicates313

that the PV and storages provide the load consumption sufficiently and the frequency is 50 Hz.314

The power injection of the components in isolated mode is presented in Table IV. The frequency315

response is presented in Figure 10.316

Table IV. Power Injection of the Components in Case B

Components Generated/Injected Power
PV Active Power 55 (kW)
BESS Active Power 106 (kW)
BESS Reactive Power 62 (kVAr)
EVs Active Power 30 (kW)
SMES Active Power 5 (kW)

4.3. Outage of the PV Panels in the Isolated Mode317

In this case study, outage of the PV panels is studied. This outage can happen either by the failure of318

PV panels or due to an unpredictable change in weather conditions. To study a contingency situation,319

this case is studied in the isolated mode. In order to present the trend of different components in320

detail, a short time interval around the incident is considered.321
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Figure 11. (a) BESS (R1) active power in kW and (b) EVs (R18) power in Case C

The time duration of the study is 2 seconds. The incident is happened at 0.6 seconds. According322

to Figure 5, the PV panels are connected to the bus R19 which is at the end of the feeder. As it323

is presented in Figure 11 (a), thanks to the role of the BESS (R1) which it is in voltage control324

mode, a share of PV panels active power injection, which is lost, is compensated. In 0.6 seconds,325

the injected power of BESS (R1) changes from approximately 105 kW to 140 kW. The EVs are326

operating still in V2G mode and inject 30 kW power to the microgrid (11 (b)). As it can be observed327

in Figure 12 (a), similar to the previous case, the SMES provides timely the extra power in order328

to enhance the controllability of the system through compensating the rest of the lost generation.329

The small oscillations of the SMES power due to the deviations of RES could be seen in the detail330

(Figure 12 (b)). As it is shown in Figure 12 (c), at the incident time, 0.6 seconds, a frequency drop331

is observed which is slightly above 1 Hz. After 0.8 seconds, the frequency is completely recovered332

to its nominal value. The Fuzzy-Logic frequency controller, does not propose any extra solution due333

to the fact that the first level of the controller stabilize the network.334

Similar to the previous case studies, as input of the Fuzzy-Logic voltage controller, the voltage335

magnitudes of the buses are chosen. In this case study, after incident, the minimum voltage336

magnitude of the system is about 0.92 pu. According to Figure 4 (a), the membership function337

of the controller is LV. For this membership function, the proposed solution of the controller (see338

Table II) for the DSTATCOM is HRPI at time 0.9 seconds. The DSTATCOM is installed at bus R11339

(see Figure 5) locating in the middle of the feeder for steady state voltage drop. To have an exact340

comparison between the voltages, Figure 13 is presented. For the dashed line it is assumed the Fuzzy341

system is not applied to the system. Sue to the Fuzzy-logic voltage controller application the voltage342

magnitude is recovered back to the acceptable range of 0.95-1.05 pu. This comparison indicates that343

Fuzzy-Logic voltage controller works properly and the proposed solution was sufficient to control344

the voltage of the buses.345

4.4. Inadequacy of Supply in Isolated Mode346

In this subsection, the role of DR or LS in the second level of the frequency control by Fuzzy-347

Logic controller is studied. This case study is similar to the Case C. The only difference here is348

that the capacity of SEMS in this set-up is more limited rather than in Case C, i.e., 16 kW. As it349

was predictable, in 0.6 seconds the frequency of the system is dropped due to the failure of the PV350

panels. This tends to a loss of synchronism. In this situation, the Fuzzy-Logic frequency controller351

is activated to overcome the situation. According to the method description in this paper, after 0.24352
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Figure 12. (a) SMES active powers in kW, (b) SMES active power in kW (in detail), (c) system frequency
in Hz in Case C
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Figure 13. Comparison of the voltage magnitudes of bus R17 in pu in Case C (base voltage: 400 V)

seconds of the incident, the membership function is DR+, which means 0-7 % load management353

which is related to the controllable loads such as TCLs.354

The comparison of the SMES active power and frequency of the system before and after DR is355

shown in Figure 14. As it is shown in Figure 14 (a) the SMES operates in its maximum capacity356

for about 1.3 seconds. After the activation of the Fuzzy-Logic frequency controller, the SMES357

power set-point is reduced in order to have enough free capacity available for mitigation of small358

frequency deviations in the steady-state mode. The stabilization is achieved after about 1.4 seconds.359

The frequency response indicates the sufficient reaction of MC at 0.24 seconds by the Fuzzy-Logic360

frequency controller. As it was concluded from Case D, the SMES with the PSO PI controller is not361

able to control the frequency due to the capacity limitation of SMES. Thus, as a backup the Fuzzy-362

Logic frequency controller is proposed. Through the case studies, the efficacy of the Fuzzy-Logic363

voltage and frequency controllers in saving the network from collapse is quantified and validated.364
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Figure 14. (a) SMES active power in kW, (b) system frequency in Hz in Case D

5. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a real-time operation methodology for the frequency and voltage control of a365

microgrid in interconnected and isolated modes. An interconnected and isolated operation objectives366

has been defined for the microgrid. A two-step frequency control has been proposed to cover a full367

frequency control required in real-time operation of a microgrid. In the first level of the frequency368

control, the SMES through a PI controller with optimized parameters of the controller mitigates369

small frequency fluctuations. The parameters are calculated, so that the frequency deviations is370

minimized using the PSO method. In the second level of the frequency control, a Fuzzy-Logic based371

frequency control is activated in case that the first level fails to stabilize the frequency due to ESS372

capacity restriction. A Fuzzy-Logic voltage controller has been devised for DSTATCOM in order373

to support the voltage of the main feeders of the microgrid. The CIGRÉ European Low Voltage374

Benchmark Network is chosen to represent the proposed microgrid. The control methodologies375

in different operation modes of the microgrid has been tested and their effectiveness has been376

demonstrated.377
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